SECRETARÍA de EDUCACIÓN de MEDELLÍN
INSTITUCIÓN EDUCATIVA JUAN XXIII

PLAN DE APOYO INGLÉS
TERCER PERIODO
GRADO DÉCIMO 11° (1-2)
TEMAS A EVALUAR: Vocabulario sobre conflicto, derechos humanos, medios de comunicación, comunidad,
personalidad preposiciones. Pasado simple (Voz activa y pasiva). Reglas gramaticales
DOCENTE: Marta Lucía Zapata Espinal.
INDICADOR DE DESEMPEÑO: De construye información de diferentes tipos de fuentes relacionada con los
temas desarrollados en clase y elabora textos en forma oral y escrita a través de los cuales explica
situaciones de su vida presente y pasada la igual que sus planes, haciendo uso de los elementos de la lengua
trabajados en clase; logrando un nivel de competencia optimo que le permita comunicarse en inglés..
DESARROLLA LAS ACTIVIDADES EN ESTE MISMO TALLER, NO EN HOJA A PARTE.
A) WRITE IN THE PASSIVE (PAST). THEN TRANSLATE THE SENTENCES TO SPANISH.
1. Peter bought the house. …………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..
2. An elderly couple sheltered her. ………………………..
………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..
3. A policeman helped him. …………………………………
…………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………….
4. She finished her work by nine o'clock. …………………
………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………..
5. They carried him into the hospital. ………………………
……………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….
6. They offered a new job. ……………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………
B) WRITE PASSIVE SENTENCES IN SIMPLE PAST.
1. the test / write ……………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………..
2. the children / pick up / not…………...……………………
……………………………………………………………………
3. the cat / feed …………………………………………………
4. the lights / switch on ………………………………………...
……………………………………………………….
5. dinner / serve ………………………………………………..
6. this computer / sell / not …………………………………….
7. the tables / clean / not ……………………………………..
..............................................................................................
C. Choose the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
FIAT
Fiat 0 was started (started/was started) by a group of
Italian businessmen in 1899. In 1903, Fiat,

1_________________ (produced/was produced) 132 cars.
Some of these cars 2_____________________
(exported/were exported) by the company to the United
States and Britain. In 1920, Fiat 3_________________
(started/was started) making cars at a new factory at
Lingotto, near Turin. There was a track on the roof where
the cars 4____________________ (tested/were tested) by
technicians. In 1936, Fiat launched the Fiat 500. This car
5____________________ (called/was called) the Topolino
– the Italian name for Mickey Mouse. The company grew,
and in 1963 Fiat 6_____________________ (exported/was
exported) more than 300,000 vehicles. Today, Fiat is
based in Turin, and its cars 7_________________
(sold/are sold) all over the world.
D. Choose the correct words to complete the
sentences. Be careful! Not all the sentences are
passive.
a. Most people think the electric light bulb (1) invented /
was invented by ThomasEdison, but in fact it was
Humphry Davy who (2) invented / was invented it in
1800.
b. In 1655 Huygens (3) discovered / was discovered
Titan, the largest moon of Saturn.
c The first microwave ovens (4) produced /were
produced by The Raytheon Corporation in 1954.
d. In 1928 the colour TV (5) developed / was
developed by John Logie Baird. Two years later he (6)
made / was made the first public TV broadcast.
e. The first book in English (7) printed / was printed in
about 1474 by William Caxton.
f. The first designs of a submarine (8) made / were made
by Leonardo da Vinci.
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E. Read the article and then answer the questions. Choose the correct option A, B or C.

1. Who are sisters?
A. Vilma and Carol

B. Carol and Paula

C. Vilma and Paula

2. Who is living in England now?
A. Vilma
B. Paula

C. Carol

3. Who is the youngest?
A. Vilma
B. Paula

C. Carol

4. Who doesn’t have a job now?
A. Vilma
B. Paula

C. Carol

5. Who has the most children?
A. Vilma
B. Paula

C. Carol

6. Who lives near her mother?
A. Vilma
B. Paula

C. Carol

7. Who wants to live in Jamaica?
A. Vilma
B. Paula

C. Carol

8. Who is the happiest?
A. Vilma
B. Paula

C. Carol
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F. Read the article and then answer the questions. Choose the correct option A, B, C or D.

1. What is the writer trying to do in the text?
A. talk about the towns where he used to live
B. describe the people he met while traveling abroad
C. compare the different countries he has been to
D. explain how his interest in travel has developed
2. What can you learn about the writer from this text?
A. He had always wanted to work on the radio.
B.
Very little surprised him on his first visit to Asia.
C. His early knowledge of the world came from the radio.
D. He liked sharing his interest in geography with other people.
3. What does the writer say about traveling abroad?
A. There are many countries he would still like to visit.
B.
Information about other countries has become easier to find.
C. The things he enjoys while traveling have not changed.
D. Knowing something about maps is useful when traveling.
4. What do we learn about the writer’s life as a child?
A.
He spent time fixing radios that were broken.
B. His father was unemployed for long periods.
C. His friends thought he was rather strange.
D. He watched programs about people in other countries.

